Multiple Roads for Last Planner
Super. meeting for buy in
Focus on principles
Ask questions don’t dictate
Keep it visual

How do you deal with those that DON’T have buy in?
Can you speak about being uncomfortable?
What does Rebecca do?
What is the next level?

What we learned…

Tell us more about…

Use the whole system

Example accountability- while avoiding blame

Communities of practice are working well- sharing at
multiple levels

Is LPS scalable- self scaling- is there a right size?

Accoutibility leads to trust

Does issue exist on all types of project…is it
consistent with other trades?

Publically post group PPC- not individual

Accountability- field are good- owner not as goodHow do we account for change in PPC

I missed one….

How am I using PPC to forecast end date

Magic words and phrases

What happened if PPC forces me to over-man

Specialty trades

What is theory of WHY

Foreman actively involves

Akron Children’s Departmental mock-ups
What we heard

Tell us more about….

Invested in deep training

More details for interface between workshop?

Establishing Common language

Will people involved in design be present at opening?

Change from part of team to responsibility

What did you find and how will you measure?

Cost displayed in the mock-ups

Is there a POE planned?

Needs vs wants

Is there a plan to return to warehouse?

Optimizing building and needs of space

Time/ motion studies?

Involving true end user

How tired are you?

Everyone has equal voice

What we heard:
Sorry I missed the first, I blame Dick
Focus on definition of owner’s process

Tell me more about…
Functional BIM to formal BIM…How do you keep the
two aligned?

Curious – how did you lead the pull planning efforts
yourself?
Owner takes responsibility for project failures

Heard about accomplishments- could trade partners
share impact on activity?

Breaking the record for bringing team to LCI
Congress. 40…WOW

Is there a sense of improved safety? Or evidence?

Reliable commitments are a beautiful thing

Behavioral measures- wanting to see the schedule

Do you go to LCI- Chicago?
Were adjustments made to increase productivityhas this spread to facilities?
Are you qualifying contractors? Are you dictating
that they use these methods?
Did you get push back from execs on this method?
If so did you change their mind?
How could you tie lean into supporting BP to be
green?

